INTRODUCTION
============

Gene regulatory proteins such as transcription factors recognize DNA sequences through direct interactions between amino acids and base pairs (direct readout) and/or through specific conformations and elastic properties of DNA (indirect readout) ([@b1]--[@b7]). In order to understand the mechanism of protein--DNA recognition, we need to quantify the interaction and conformation energies and relative contributions of direct and indirect readouts to the specificity. In general, there are two kinds of approaches to this problem. One is the knowledge-based approach using known protein--DNA complex structures to calculate statistical potentials and specificities ([@b2],[@b5],[@b8],[@b9]). The other is the *ab initio* approach based on computer simulations to calculate the energies and specificities ([@b10]--[@b17]). Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages, and would complement each other. In either approach, we need to perform two different types of energy calculations. One of them is the calculation of elastic deformations of DNA, in which a DNA molecule is treated as an elastic object, with several degrees of freedom in its conformations for the indirect readout. The other is that of base--amino acid interactions between protein and DNA for the direct readout.

In the knowledge-based approach, we have calculated statistical potentials for base--amino acid interactions and sequence-dependent conformation of DNA, and estimated normalized energy *Z*-scores as a measure of specificity for a given protein--DNA complex by using a sequence-structure threading method ([@b8],[@b9]). The role of solvent appears implicitly in the calculations, as the knowledge-based potentials are based on protein--DNA complexes, including solvent and other thermodynamic effects. Using this method, we have been able to successfully explain the role of direct and indirect readout contributions in protein--DNA recognition ([@b5]), and to predict target DNA sequences ([@b8],[@b18]). Calculations of these quantities for a given protein--DNA complex are almost as fast as sequence-based prediction methods. Here, we present a webserver, which can be used to obtain the energy *Z*-scores based on our force fields. This webserver takes the coordinate data of a protein--DNA complex and calculates its conformational parameters and base-amino acid contacts. It may be noted that only the DNA conformational parameters are taken into account, because we consider here the specificity to a given protein (a fixed amino acid sequence) with changing DNA sequences, and because the conformational change of a protein, if any, will be within the current direct potential resolution of a 3 Å cubic grid. However, the magnitude of the protein conformational change corresponding to distinct DNA sequences could be larger than that and it remains to be analyzed. It is expected that users studying the protein--DNA recognition will find this server a crucial tool to analyze the interaction energy, the DNA conformation energy, and the relative contributions to the specificity from direct and indirect readouts, to check the quality of protein--DNA complex structures, and to engineer proteins and target DNAs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Direct readout energy
---------------------

Protein residues and DNA bases show a variety of interactions. Some interactions such as Asn-A and Lys-G are frequently observed in the complex structures. The spatial distributions of side chains around base pairs indicate the possibility that the distribution may be converted to energy potential, in a manner similar to the contact potential between amino acids in protein structures, and it can be used for the target prediction ([@b8]). In order to derive the statistical potential of interactions between bases and amino acids, we defined a coordinate system by taking an origin at the N9 atom for A and G, and at the N1 atom for T and C. We considered the amino acids within a given box, and the box was divided into grids. Then we transformed the distributions of the C~α~ atom into statistical potentials defined by the following equations: $$\begin{matrix}
{\Delta E^{ab}\left( s \right) = - RT\text{ln}\frac{f^{ab}\left( s \right)}{f\left( s \right)},} \\
{f^{ab}\left( s \right) = \frac{1}{1 + m_{ab}w}f\left( s \right) + \frac{m_{ab}w}{1 + m_{ab}w}g^{ab}\left( s \right),} \\
\end{matrix}$$ where *m~ab~* is the observed number of pairs *a* and *b*, *w* is the weight given to each observation - taken as 20 for the current calculations, *f*(*s*) is the relative frequency of occurrence of any amino acid at the grid point *s*, and *g^ab^*(*s*) is the equivalent relative frequency of occurrence of amino acid *a* against base *b*. *R* and *T* are the gas constant and the absolute temperature, respectively. Here, we used a box of ∣*x*∣ = ∣*y*∣ = 13.5 Å and ∣*z*∣ = 6 Å, and a grid interval of 3 Å, which was optimized by examining various intervals. Energy scores were normalized against random DNA sequences to obtain the *Z*-scores as described in Energy Z-scores section.

Indirect readout energy
-----------------------

### Conformational parameters of DNA

There are many ways in which DNA conformation may be characterized. Our force fields are based on six types of conformational parameters, namely shift, slide, rise, tilt, roll and twist ([@b19]--[@b21]). The values of these parameters are extracted from the output of the 3DNA program provided by Olson group ([@b19]).

### Development of force field

Conformational energy of a particular base pair depends on the deformation at that base pair position for each type of conformation. As an example, [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} schematically shows the deformation in a base pair with respect to the mean or expected angle of tilt. Elasticity of the given base pair conformation for any tilt can be extracted from the distribution of tilt angles in the whole database. In this webserver, the force field used is based on our previously published work ([@b5]). In terms of energy, *E*, the *Z*-score is calculated under the hypothesis that the conformational energy is a harmonic function of the conformational coordinates following the expression ([@b2]): $$f_{ij}^{s} = \frac{1}{k_{B}T}{\langle{\Delta\theta_{i}^{s}\Delta\theta_{j}^{s}}\rangle}^{- 1},$$ where *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant and *T* the absolute temperature (for the purpose of *Z*-scores calculation, *k*~B~*T* can be taken equal to one, as the energy comparison is made in arbitrary units), $\Delta\theta_{i}^{s}$ is the conformational parameter of the coordinate *i* of the base step *s*. The elements $f_{ij}^{s}$ of each force field matrix **F^s^** are calculated through matrix inversion of the covariance matrix of each base step *s* of a reference dataset of non-redundant protein--DNA complexes ([@b9]). Finally the conformation energy of a structure is given as follows: $$E^{s} = \frac{1}{2}\left( {\Delta\mathbf{\Theta}^{sT}\mathbf{F}^{\text{s}}\Delta\mathbf{\Theta}^{s}} \right),$$ where ΔΘ^**s**^ is the six dimensional conformational fluctuation of the base step *s* and **F^s^** is the force field matrix associated with base step *s*.

Energy *Z*-scores
-----------------

The energy *Z*-score for a target sequence and structure determines the specificity of that sequence towards the observed conformation or structure. The *Z*-score or the specificity of a DNA sequence is calculated in terms of the energy of the target sequence observed in the given protein--DNA complex against a set of random sequences. Detailed procedures of computing these scores are defined in our earlier work ([@b8]). Here it may suffice to mention that a number of random DNA sequences having the same length as the target sequence are generated. These sequences are assumed to form exactly the same structure as the target complex and their energies of such hypothetical complexes are calculated. The *Z*-score is then defined as follows: $$Z = \frac{\left( {X - µ} \right)}{\sigma},$$ where *X* is the energy of a particular sequence, μ is the mean energy of 50 000 (or any other selected number of) random DNA sequences, and σ is the standard deviation (SD) of these random sequences. A more negative *Z*-score implies that a target sequence fits better to the given structure. The ReadOut webserver will output the energy *Z*-scores for indirect and direct readout energies.

Selection of base pairs
-----------------------

Base pair conformational parameters show anomalous behavior at the terminal and kinked positions. The program 3DNA ([@b19]) is used for filtering out those bases that do not form base pairs. The server automatically obtains this information about base pairing and determines which base numbers are to be included in the calculations. A separate table parsed from 3DNA output is provided as the query results, which supplies information about base pairs and the region of the DNA involved.

Query submission and output
---------------------------

Protein Data Bank (PDB) style coordinate file is the only input to the server. Alternatively, a four-letter PDB code may be entered if the corresponding structural data are available in PDB ([@b22]). An example output results page of the server is shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. These results consist of the following: Indirect and direct readout *Z*-scores, mean energy and SDs.Conformational parameters: In the end, we provide the data of the conformational parameters in each base steps used to obtain the reported *Z*-scores and additional information. These values are calculated using the 3DNA program ([@b19]).

PDB data and biological units
-----------------------------

Information about the atomic coordinates in PDB faces difficulties as the number of molecular units of the structure is shown in an inconsistent way. Some structures contain full biological unit coordinates data, whereas some others have information about only one DNA strand. Although PDB now provides a biological unit database for its entries, maintaining a local mirror of the same is not well supported. Owing to this difficulty the second option of the webserver i.e. calculation of conformational parameters from a PDB code should be used with care. If there is a discrepancy between biological unit and general coordinate files of PDB, users are encouraged to download a biological unit coordinate file from PDB and directly submit it to the server.

NMR structure models
--------------------

PDB has structures determined by using NMR and the entry for these structures usually consists of several models. In our webserver, we use only the first model of the PDB file for calculating conformational properties. All subsequent models are ignored.

Non-standard nucleic acid bases
-------------------------------

Force field used in this webserver was derived from a non-redundant dataset of protein--DNA complexes in PDB ([@b9]). Only the four standard bases, namely, A, C, G and T were used to generate this force field. Thus, the server does not calculate the conformational energy or *Z*-scores for DNA whose sequence contains an identification code other than these four standard bases. A warning message will be displayed in such cases.

Sequence size limit
-------------------

Calculation of *Z*-scores using the above method requires calculation of base--amino acid contacts for the target structure and also energy for a large set of random sequences. The number of random DNA sequences needed for generating a converging solution of the *Z*-scores increases rapidly with increasing the sequence length considered. We have therefore limited the DNA sequence length to 50 nucleic acid bases in the current version of the server.
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Figures and Tables
==================

![(**a**) An example of the conformational parameter (tilt). Two successive bases in the DNA helix are tilted to each other by an angle. θ represents the mean deformation in the database (used for developing the force field) and Δθ shows the deformation in a base pair for an example target. Energy contribution from this base pair deformation depends on the overall distribution of θ in the database. (**b**) A typical distribution of elastic deformation values in the DNA.](gkl104f1){#fig1}

![Snapshot of typical output of the ReadOut webserver.](gkl104f2){#fig2}
